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ABSTRACT This study aims to explore whether the intensity of internet searches, according to the Google
Trends search volume index (SVI), is a predictor of changes in real estate prices. The motivation of this
study is the possibility to extend the understanding of the extra predictive power of Google search engine
query volume of future housing price change (shift direction) by (i) the introduction of a research approach
that combines the advantages of the complementary use of cross-correlation analysis and machine learning
classification algorithms; (ii) applying the multi-class HPI values classifier which allows predicting the
housing price increase, decrease or relative stability; (iii) exploiting the SVI that relates to interests in both
‘real estate’ and ‘credit to buy real estate’; (iv) evaluation of the introduced approach in the context of the
Polish real estate market. The main theoretical contribution of our work is a confirmation that the freely
available information regarding Google user searches can provide an in-depth insight into enriching the
generally accepted statistics on supply and demand in the real estate market. From the practical perspective,
this research confirms that SVI can be associated as a sole determinant to anticipate the housing price change
with time-lag sufficient for making decisions regarding the purchase (sale) of individual property or the real
estate market control. Such findings can be also helpful for researchers who intend to use Google Trends
data as an extra variable from demand side to improve the prediction accuracy if it is included in the model
which is based on the existing housing prices determinants.

INDEX TERMS Big data utilization, cross-correlation analysis, machine learning classification, Google
trends (GT), house price index (HPI), prediction, real estate market, search volume index (SVI), time-lag.

I. INTRODUCTION
The analysis of data from search engines is an interesting area
of research in big data literature. Google search engine is an
excellent platform for observing people’s activities related
to searching for information in various fields. It offers an
instant response that reflects the needs and interests of its
users. Search engine traffic seen as the volume of search
requests submitted by users to search engines on the web
can be used to track and, in some cases, to anticipate the
dynamics of social phenomena [4]. Authors term this occur-
rence as a sort of wisdom of the crowd effect. According to
this theory [9], a large group of diverse people will produce
better and more solid forecasts than even the most qualified
decision-maker. As practice shows, the mean of the group’s
guesses is more precise than any individual’s estimation. The
idea of crowd wisdom is not that a group will always give us
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the right answer, but will indicate a better answer than any
individual could provide. The findings of [10] showed that
experience diversity, participant independence, and network
decentralization are all positively related to crowd perfor-
mance. Diversity means each member of the crowd has some
private information and a distinct interpretation. Indepen-
dence stands for individuals’ opinions that are not determined
by those around them. Decentralization means that crowd
members have their own specializations and can learn from
their own knowledge sources.

The value of aggregated search data as a predictive tool is
noted by academics and practitioners in various fields. The
first to notice these particular features in scientific research
were Ginsberg et al. [3]. Their findings suggested that track-
ing queries in Google search engine gives the possibility
of indicating the population in which flu is prevalent. Ulti-
mately, denoting SVI as a very efficient indicator of the
spread of the flu virus, led to the development of an epidemic
tracking tool called Google FluTrends. In turn, the results
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of [5] provided evidence that SVI might improve the unem-
ployment rate (in the example of Romania) and should be
considered in view of providing better forecasts to support
government decisions. Bordino et al. [4] proved that daily
trading volumes of stocks traded in NASDAQ-100 are cor-
related with daily volumes of queries related to the same
stocks and, more precisely, query volumes in many cases
anticipate the peaks of trading by one day ormore. Takeda and
Wakao [6] examined the relationship between online search
intensity and stock-trading behaviour in the Japanese market.
They found a correlation between the value of the searched
company names (Nikkei 225 index) and the volume of their
turnover.Moreover, Tao et al. [7] created an SVI drivenmodel
based on Google Trends data to forecast crude oil prices.

Search engine data, which are mainly perceived as a repre-
sentative index of human attention, have been widely used
in predicting different phenomena. A study conducted by
the National Association of Realtors [8] reveals that the
share of home buyers who used the Internet to search for a
home increased to an all-time high of 97%. Thus, it could
be said that the real estate purchase process starts with a
search engine. This user approach generates a lot of valuable
information for researchers in discovering the usefulness of
these data for the housing market. There are a number of
studies concerning the usage of a search volume index (SVI)
for prediction purposes (e.g. house prices and transaction
or sale volume, etc.) on various real estate markets, for
example, on the English housing market [39], [12], [35],
the US market [34], [37], [2], and on the Indian market [1].
However, most of these studies are based on hedonic-based
regression models to build predictive models and study the
predictive power of Google Trends data only as an additional
enhancement of the models which are based on traditional
determinants of housing price accuracy [12], [39], [34], [35].
At the same time, there are more and more promising
research results regarding the application of machine learn-
ing models to investigate the possibility of using the poten-
tial of search engine data in different areas of economic
activity [25], [43]–[45].

Thus, the motivation behind the main goal of this study is
the possibility to extend the understanding of the Google user
search volume extra predictive power of future housing price
change by (i) the introduction of a complex research approach
that combines the advantages of the complementary use of
cross-correlation analysis andmachine learning classification
algorithms; (ii) applying the multi-class HPI values classifier
which allows predicting the housing price increase, decrease
or relative stability; (iii) exploiting the Google user search
volume that relates to interests in both ‘real estate’ and ‘credit
to buy real estate’; (iv) evaluation of the introduced approach
in the context of the Polish real estate market.

The central research question (RQ) is: What research
potential does the Google search volume have related to
users’ interests in both ‘real estate’ and ‘credit to buy real
estate’, as an sole determinant to predict the changes (shift
direction) in real estate price? We divided the main research

question into two sub-questions, namely: (RQ1) Is there a
correlation between instances of changes in the Google user
queries search volume (SVI) and the price activity (HPI)
in the Polish real estate market; if yes, are these instances
synchronous or characterized by a particular time-lag? (RQ2)
Whether changes in the users’ Google search activity (SVI)
with respect to information about ’real estate’ market offers
and ’credit conditions to buy real estate’ have an extra pre-
dictive power of future housing price changes, in addition to
all existing determinants of housing price; if yes - is machine
learning classification good enough for predicting price shift
direction in the Polish housing market based only on Google
search activity?

The methods used to answer the questions include
(1) expert and correlation analysis approach to adjust a target
sample with the aim to improve the accuracy of the predictive
model; (2) a cross-correlation analysis to confirm the assump-
tion of the presence of a correlation between the instances
of changes in the user search volume and prices in the real
estate market with a particular time-lag; (3) machine learning
classification algorithms to explore the predictive potential
of the Google user search volume (expressed by SVI) in the
context of HPI in the Polish market.

The main theoretical contribution of this paper is (1) a
demonstration of the powerful potential of analytical methods
for studying user activity in the Internet space to expand the
capabilities of price predictive models; and (2) a confirmation
that the freely available information regarding Google user
searches can provide an in-depth insight into enriching the
generally accepted statistics on supply and demand in the real
estatemarket. Themain practical contribution of our research
is that Google user search volume can be considered as an
sole determinant to anticipate the housing price shift direction
with time-lag sufficient for making decisions regarding the
purchase (sale) of individual property or the real estate market
control.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next
section reviews the relevant literature. Section 3 describes
the data used in the analysis and the methodology employed.
In Section 4, we present our findings. Section 5 discusses our
results. We conclude in Section 6 and briefly delineate future
directions for our research.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. RESEARCH WITH GOOGLE SEARCH VOLUME DATA
Search query data were not publicly available until the launch
of Google Trends in 2006. Two years later, Google Insights
was launched as an advanced and more detailed service that
provided data to users on search trends. The earliest and
the most significant studies based on using GT data, such
as [3] and [11], have demonstrated that Google search data
can help forecast the spread of the flu and the unemployment
rate, respectively. Moreover, [12] found that Google Trends is
useful for forecastingmany economic activities, e.g. car sales,
home sales, retail, and travel. They revealed that if there is an
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TABLE 1. Cluster extraction.

increase in searches for ‘‘real estate property’’ in a particular
location, it is possible to predict that housing sales will soon
increase in this location. These papers are some of the most
influential papers among the studies based on Google Trends.

Nowadays, Google Trends is a popular target for exploring
search engine data because it is easy to access, is provided
free of charge, and has the potential to explain and predict bet-
ter the different indicators for which official data are provided
with a delay. This has been reflected in the number of indexed
papers in the Scopus database. Fig. 1 shows the number of
studies from 1st January 2006 to 19th September 2020 which
are dedicated to the research of GT data.

FIGURE 1. Publication trends of literature related to google trends (until
September 2020).

B. RESEARCH BASED ON GOOGLE TRENDS DATA USED
FOR FORECASTING
The number of papers dedicated to the topic of Google Trends
is constantly on the increase. A broad analysis of studies
concerning GT is included in the work [13]. These authors
reviewed 657 Scopus articles published in the last 10 years

in this field to analyze the directions and areas of research
related to GT. They conclude that in the past the purpose of
analyzing GT data mainly focused on describing and diag-
nosing research and business trends, while now the purpose
is shifting toward forecasting. Due to the researchers recog-
nizing this potential, areas for the application of predictions
from GT data include medical science, the economy and
business and now even encompass sociology, politics and law.
They noted that in the performance of forecasting, additional
analyses, such as sentiment and cross-correlation analyses,
will be required.

In a further part of this literature review, we focus
on what was new following that period. Therefore, for
this study, the latest articles from the Scopus database,
from 01.01.2017 to 19.09.2020, were analyzed. We yielded
1,877 papers as a result of the query ‘‘google and trends’’
in the title, abstract or keywords. Incomplete studies (e.g. an
abstract was missing) or those which had weak relevance to
the Google Trends service were removed from the set of arti-
cles. Finally, the analysis dataset consisted of 1,012 papers.

A Text Mining approach was used to analyze such a large
volume of literature. We analyzed the keywords from articles
(using TM algorithms) to discover how they coexist in the
literature related to Google Trends. Article keywords are
determined by the author and are intended to well reflect the
subject and characteristics of the research. Cluster extrac-
tion made it possible to identify all similar paragraphs in
a large collection of the author’s keywords. The algorithm
compares text segments (author’s keywords from each article)
and groups the most similar ones into clusters. The algorithm
clusters data into different groups based on a similarity mea-
sure. The final output (Table 1) is a list of clusters along with
their sample members (keywords).

The most numerous group are studies dedicated to coron-
avirus, which seems to be an obvious trend at the time of this
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particular pandemic. Research in the field of medical science
also covers cancer topics and the epidemiology of many
diseases. Moreover, the latest scientific trends also include a
large amount of research in the field of the prediction of many
economic phenomena, such as the forecasting of tourism
demand or tourist arrivals, bitcoin price movement and stock
prediction, etc.

Analyzing in more detail the literature on the use of
GT data for predictive purposes, attention should be paid to
the variety of domains in which researchers manage to find
applications for them. Table 2 presents the arbitrarily selected
studies from 2017 to 2020 to illustrate the multi-domain
potential of SVI data for predictive purposes. In the entire
analyzed research papers dataset, only one study was dedi-
cated to the real estate market topic. Venkataraman et al. [1]
examined whether internet search intensity, captured by
Google’s SVI, predicts house price changes in an emerging
market like India. The study covers four large metropolitan
cities over 24 quarters between 2011 and 2016. Developing
countries such as India are characterized by the high cost
and low availability of technology. This limits its usage only
to a privileged few. Despite this, their results showed that
SVI strongly predicts future house price changes in the Indian
real estate market.

Although Table 1 and Table 2 present a very wide appli-
cation of SVI data for prediction in many areas, the lack of
research dedicated to the real estate market is clearly visible.

C. RESEARCH OF GOOGLE TRENDS DATA FOR
FORECASTING IN HOUSING MARKET
Through snowballing technique, we also found several pub-
lications on this topic from an earlier period, which were
neither covered in the study [13], nor our literature analysis
of papers from the Scopus database, and take into account
English and US housing market specificity (see Table 3). The
general findings of these studies are that sellers and buyers
contribute significantly to the internet search volume.

In the study by [39], a forecast model for house prices
was created. Initially, the model considered a wide range
of search terms (including ‘‘house prices’’, ‘‘buy house’’,
‘‘sell house’’, ‘‘mortgage’’ and ‘‘estate agents’’). Ultimately,
the search term ‘‘estate agents’’ was chosen as it was much
more stable and correlated with both house prices and hous-
ing transactions. The dependent variable in the model was the
monthly house price growth. The house price growth balances
from the Home Builders Federation (HBF) and the Royal
Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) are both used in
the model as independent variables.

In turn, the study [35] showed that GT data for selected
search terms, i.e. ‘‘house for sale’’ and ‘‘rentals’’, signifi-
cantly influenced the improvement of the prediction precision
of alternative models. The improvement of the precision of
models with GT data oscillated in the range of 2.5% - 8%,
depending on the selection of queries and the initial date of
prediction. However, this study showed the limited utility of
the ’mortgage’ query in HPI modelling.

In the study [34] the authors started with estimating the
baseline model to predict the present home sales using only
the past home sales and the past HPI. The past home price
and sales were highly correlated with the current home sales.
Next, they examined various search indices related to the real
estate market and found two categories, ‘‘real estate agen-
cies’’ and ‘‘real estate listings’’, to best predict the present
sales. They revealed that the best predictors of the present
home sales are the current index for ‘‘real estate agencies’’ as
well as its one-quarter and two-quarter lags.

In the paper [2] authors focused on the cross-sectional
differences in search intensities among different metropolitan
statistical areas (MSAs) and not on search intensity in time
series. They explored whether online search intensity for
queries that include the words ‘real estate’ or ‘rent’ help
predict home prices. They investigated the extent to which
future cross-sectional differences in home price changes are
predicted by online search intensity in prior periods. Their
findings suggest that on average, higher or lower abnormal
search intensity for real estate in a particular city precedes
positive and negative abnormal home price changes for that
city relative to the overall U.S. housing market, respectively.

The predictive model created by [12] implied that (i) house
sales at (t-1) are positively related to house sales at t, (ii) the
search index on ‘‘rental listings & referrals’’ was negatively
related to sales, (iii) the search index for ‘‘real estate agen-
cies’’ was positively related to sales, (iv) the average housing
price was negatively associated with sales.

The findings of [42] confirmed the suggestion that searches
for the keyword ‘‘foreclosures’’ are strongly correlated
with actual forecastings in the United States, and at the
same time, assumed that search trends can be used as an
early warning system for problems in the US real estate
market.

Thus, from an exploration of the extant literature devoted
to the study of the possibilities of Google Trends data for
the analysis and forecasting of various economic and social
phenomena, we can conclude that firstly, most of the existing
research in the field of the real estate market is based on
hedonic-based regression approach to the study of trends and
relationships between variables. Secondly, in recent years,
more and more works use machine learning algorithms as
an effective and promising tool for building regression and
performing classification to predict the selected parameters
of the studied phenomenon (especially the capital market
research domain, which is the most advanced in this). At the
same time, there are practically no studies in which hedonic-
based regression and machine learning classification algo-
rithms are used comprehensively for mutual enrichment.
Thirdly, most housing market-related research (i) include
Google Trends keywords as additional parameters to the
models which are based on existing determinants of housing
price; and (ii) analyze the predictive power of Google Trends
data only as an enhancer of the traditional model’s accuracy
(Table 3). Fourthly, extant literature testifies to the successful
results of usingGoogle Trends keywords as the basic and only
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TABLE 2. The overview of the most recent studies from variety of disciplines with usage google trends data for forecasting.

determinant in forecasting models [31], [32], [25], in several
research domains. However, so far no research has been

conducted on the ability of Google Trends data to solely
predict housing price changes (shift direction) based on a
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TABLE 3. Application of google trends data for forecasting in housing market-related research.

machine learning classification approach andwith the context
of the Polish market.

To fill these gaps, in this study we aim to extend the under-
standing of the Google search engine query volume extra
predictive power of future housing price change, in addition
to all existing housing price determinants, by (i) the intro-
duction of a complex research approach that combines the
advantages of the complementary use of cross-correlation
analysis and machine learning classification algorithms;
(ii) applying multi-class HPI values classifier which allows
predicting the housing price increase, decrease or relative
stability; (iii) exploiting the Google user search volume that
relates to interests in both ‘real estate’ and ‘credit to buy
real estate’; (iv) the evaluation of introduced approach in the
context of the Polish real estate market.

III. METHODOLOGY
To tackle the research challenges described above, we pro-
pose a comprehensive approach, which includes the follow-
ing steps (Figure 2): (1) Data collection and preparation;
(2) A cross-correlation analysis of the presence of depen-
dence between quarterly HPI values and the Google user
search volume (SVI), which are related to each individual
keyword from two selected perspectives – (i) real estate
and (ii) credit to buy real estate; (3) Exploring the machine

learning classification algorithms for predicting real estate
price change based on Google user search volume (SVI) in
the context of the Polish market.

A. DATA COLLECTION AND PREPARATION
Following the aim of this study, two sources were used
for collecting the dataset. The first data source is the
https://tradingeconomics.com/ webpage,1 which allowed us
to collect the data about the House Price Index in Poland in
the last ten years, but without affecting the pandemic period
(i.e., between 01.01.2011 and 31.12.2019). HPI is freely
downloadable and is presented in a quarterly timestamp, and
captures price changes of all kinds of residential property
purchased by households.2

The second data source is the Google Trends tool
(https://trends.google.com/trends). Our sample selection pro-
cess in GT was based on four parameters: (i) search engines,
(ii) country, (iii) time range and (iv) search terms (keywords).

1 https://tradingeconomics.com/poland/housing-index
2In Poland, the House Price Index measures residential property market

prices. The HPI captures price changes of all kinds of residential property
purchased by households (flats, detached houses, terraced houses, etc.), both
new and existing. Only market prices are considered, self-build dwellings
are therefore excluded. The land component of the residential property is
included ( https://tradingeconomics.com/poland/housing-index)
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FIGURE 2. Step-by-step model of research methodology.
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Queries were collected from all five proposed specialized
search engines: Web, Image, News, Google Shopping, and
YouTube Search. Poland was indicated as a country selec-
tion parameter. Synchronized with House Price Index data,
the period between 01.01.2011 and 31.12.2019 was defined
as a time range. User interest volumes (SVI) inGoogle Trends
are presented with a monthly timestamp.3 The retrieval date
for both data sources was 15.09.2020.

In the further part of the research, a difference in timestamp
between SVI and HPI data was proposed to be used in two
ways: (1) the monthly timestamp of Google Trends data can
be aligned to HPI data by convertingmonthly SVI values into
a quarterly timestamp. Then, these quarterly SVI values can
be used at the initial stages of the study (i) to confirm the
assumption about the feasibility of this research (checking the
presence of significant correlation between HPI and SVI time
series); and (ii) to select sufficiently relevant keywords, which
determine the SVI data used at the cross-correlation analysis
stage; (2) the monthly timestamp of Google Trends data can
be used in its original form (without quarterly alignment)
with the aim (i) to improve the accuracy of cross-correlation
analysis and the optimal value of the time-lag search; and
(ii) to select highly relevant keywords, which determine the
SVI data used at the stage of testing the predictive potential
of the Google user search volume in the HPI context.

In order to form a set of search terms (keywords) to collect
the Google Trends dataset, we were guided by the goal of
identifying the Google users interest in (1) offers to buy vari-
ous types of real estate, contextually connected with the HPI
concept (i.e, houses, homes, flats and apartments); and (2) the
possibility of using credit to make such a purchase. To col-
lect the initial search keywords list the following resources
selected for this study, namely: (i) Keywords from the most
popular suggestions for real estate domain (generated from
utilized latest Google search data)4; (ii) the Keyword Planner
app at https://ads.google.com/, which generates ‘‘keyword
ideas’’ close to the keywords specified in the app’s search
bar. As a result, the initial keywords sample was obtained,
which includes: (1) 100 keywords fromReal Estate Keywords
(Appendix A); (2) 1831 keywords concerning buying various
types of real estate (Appendix B); (3) 818 keywords related to
the possibility of using credit to buy real estate (Appendix C).
To select the most relevant search keywords from the

initial set, the following three approaches were applied: (i) an
expert approach; (ii) a Pearson correlation coefficient; and
(iii) a cross-correlation analysis. On the data collection and
preparation step, the first two approaches were realized. For
this, two independent experts (one an academic researcher
and the other a real estate practitioner) discussed and devel-
oped the following criteria list to select keywords that are
relevant to the research objectives: (i) keywords should

3The SVI numbers represent the search interest relative to the highest
point on the chart for the selected region and time. A value of 100 is the
peak popularity of the term, whilst a value of 50 means that the term is half
as popular (https://trends.google.com/trends)

4https://www.wordstream.com/popular-keywords/real-estate-keywords

refer only to buying (not selling or renting) real estate;
(ii) keywords should not be repeated; (iii) keywords
should not contain names of cities or regions of Poland;
(iv) keywords should not give zero search results;
(v) keywords can be both in Polish and English, since we
admit the fact that foreign investors can also enter the Polish
real estate market. As a result of the first round of the relevant
search keyword selection, 42 keywords (29 concerning buy-
ing various types of real estate and 13 keywords regarding the
possibility of using credit to buy real estate) were selected
(Appendix D). Based on the selected search keywords list,
the initial dataset of user interest volumes (i.e. SVI) from
the Google Trends tool was collected. When retrieving data,
keywords with more than one word should be written in the
GT search term box without quotes.

In the preparation phase of the collected dataset, the fol-
lowing three stages were realized. Firstly, to decrease the
sample variance, the GT and HPI dataset values were normal-
ized using the linear technique.5 The highest interest in the
search query is expressed by 1, whereas a lack of interest or
insufficient data is expressed by 0. Secondly, Google Trends
user interest volumes were converted from amonthly to quar-
terly timestamp. As a converting approach, the summariza-
tion function was selected. Thirdly, the correlation analysis
was performed to identify the relationship between quarterly
values of (i) HPI and (ii) the Google user search volume
(SVI) related to each individual keyword from two selected
perspectives (real estate and credit to buy real estate). In the
next step of the study, only SVI data related to the terms
for which the Pearson correlation coefficient was greater
than 0.5 and statistically significant were analyzed (second
approach of the relevant search keyword selection).

B. CROSS-CORRELATION ANALYSIS
To answer the first research question (RQ1), the next step
of our study was the process of confirming the assumption
of the presence of a correlation between the changes in
the user search volume and prices in the real estate market
with a particular time-lag. Because the Pearson correla-
tion coefficient does not provide information about direc-
tionality between the two time-series, to identify the time
shifts between real estate prices and Google user inter-
est movements, the time-lagged Pearson cross-correlation
coefficient could be applied6 [4]. The time-lagged Pearson
cross-correlation coefficient method consists of computing
the ordinary Pearson correlation with the two-time series
shifted by a variable time interval. The lag σ refers to how
far the series is offset, and its sign determines which series is
shifted [89]. In a cross-correlation in which the direction of
influence between two time-series is hypothesized or known,

5 x′ = (x−xmin)
(xmax−xmin)

6r (σ ) =

n∑
t=1

(Qt−Q̄)(Tt+σ−T̄ )√∑n
t=1 (Qt−Q̄)

2
√∑n

t=1 (Tt+σ−T̄ )
2
, where, are the Q̄ and T̄

is the sample averages of the two time series (in our case HPI and SVI
respectively), σ is a time-lag.
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the influential time-series is called the ‘‘input’’ time-series
and the affected time-series is called the ‘‘output’’ time-
series. The application of cross-correlations in the context
presented herein infers that the input time-series refers to
Google user interest (SVI) and the output time-series refers
to real estate market prices (HPI).

Four potential theoretical cases can be defined to explain
the cross-correlation between the volume of Google user
interest and real estate market prices: (C1) Google SVI and
real estate market prices are positively correlated with a pos-
itive time-lag. An increase in Google SVI causes an increase
in real estate market prices; (C2) Google SVI is positively
related to real estate market prices with a negative time-lag.
An increase in real estate market prices causes an increase
in Google SVI; (C3) Real estate market prices respond neg-
atively to Google SVI with a positive time-lag. An increase
in Google SVI causes a decrease in real estate market prices;
(C4) A decline in real estate market prices is followed by an
increase in Google SVI (negative time-lag).

To confirm the presence of both (i) a correlation depen-
dence between the changes in the user search volume and real
estate market prices, and (ii) a particular time-lag for such a
correlation, the following four stages were realized:

(1) Because data on the user search volume (SVI) are pre-
sented in the dataset with a monthly timestamp, and the HPI
index - with a quarterly timestamp, it was decided to study the
existence of a relationship between (i) SVI in each month of
the particular quarter and (ii) the quarterly HPI values. Hence,
firstly, for each of the group of search keywords (i.e., real
estate and credit to buy real estate) three subsamples were
formed of average SVI - corresponding to the 1st, 2nd and 3rd

months of the quarter.
(2) Indicators of cross-correlation coefficients with a time-

lag range from 1 to 9 months were calculated to explore
all four potential theoretical cases (C1-C4) for each created
subsample.

(3) The optimal value of the time-lag, which allows for
asserting the existence of a significant correlation between the
change in SVI and the subsequent change in the HPI values,
was chosen.

(4) Cross-correlation coefficients between each individual
keyword and the HPI index with a chosen optimal time-lag
were calculated. As a result, (i) individual optimal time-lag
values were identified and (ii) a list of search keyword indi-
cators that have the greatest significance in predicting HPI
changes, was selected (third approach of the relevant search
keyword selection). This list of search keywords determines
a targeted dataset structure.

C. EXPLORING THE MACHINE LEARNING CLASSIFICATION
ALGORITHMS TO PREDICT REAL ESTATE PRICE CHANGE
To answer the second research question (RQ2), the process of
exploring the predictive potential of the Google user search
volume (expressed by SVI) using the machine learning classi-
fication approach in the context of HPI in the Polish market is

accepted as the next step of our research. To realize this step,
the following three stages of analysis were performed:

Stage 1. Eight popular machine learning (ML) classifica-
tion algorithms were selected in our study: (i) Linear meth-
ods: Regularized Regression (GLMNET); (ii) Non-Linear
methods: SVM, kNN, Naive Bayes; (iii) Trees and Rules:
CART; and (iv) Ensembles of Trees: C5.0, Bagged CART,
Random Forest.

It is well known that multiple linear regression is often
used to estimate a model for predicting future responses.
Due to that ordinary least squares (OLS) regression not often
performing well with respect to both prediction accuracy
and model size, several regularized regression methods were
developed in the last few decades to overcome these flaws of
OLS regression, starting with ridge regression [62], followed
by lasso method [61], and more recently the elastic net [60],
[58], [59], [63]. Ridge regression and the lasso are regularized
versions of the least squares regression using penalties on
the coefficient vector. Elastic net was developed to reach
a compromise between the lasso and ridge regression for
improving the prediction accuracy. Elastic Net was included
in the variable selection process in a fitted Support Vector
Regression (SVR), forecasting the yearly U.S. Real Hous-
ing Price Index [74]. In our research, the Lasso and the
elastic-net regularized generalized linear model (GLMNET),
introduced by [53], was used [54]. In GLMNET, each param-
eter is optimized by the minimization of the objective func-
tion; whereas, the remaining parameters are fixed. GLMNET
implements optimization for each parameter of the model and
the optimization process is continuously performed. As the
key parameters to tune the accuracy of the GLMNET model,
the parameters alpha (Mixing Percentage) and lambda (Reg-
ularization Parameter) are used [52], [55]–[57], [73]. In our
research, the optimal model was built with alpha =0.55 and
lambda = 0.1570234.
Support vector machine (SVM) is a non-linear method,

which was first introduced by [64] for classification problems
and is intended to find the optimal separating hyperplane
among the classes by maximizing the margin between them.
Usually, when using SVM, two problems are confronted:
how to choose the optimal input feature subset for SVM and
how to set the best kernel parameters. The SVM method has
been proven to be very effective for addressing housing mar-
ket price classification and prediction problems [43]–[45].
Although, like neural networksmodels, they are oftenmarked
by users as ‘‘black boxes’’, lacking clarity of the resulting
solutions [46]. In our research, we will implement a Sup-
port Vector Machine algorithm with Radial Basis Function
Kernel [47]. Tuning parameter ’sigma’ was held constant at
a value of 0.00453203, regularization parameter C changed
to be 0.25. Kernel cache and maximum iteration values are
200 and 10000000.

The K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) is a non-parametric
non-linear method used for classification and regression.
By defining a special number k in the total data set, the aver-
age/modes classes of the nearest neighbors are obtained and
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the new object is assigned to the nearest class to its neigh-
bors. The distances of the new object with its neighbors can
be calculated with functions such as Euclidean, Manhattan,
Minkowski, and Chebyshev [90]. The KNN algorithm is one
of the methods used for classification analysis, but the last
few decades it has also been used for prediction, including
real estate market price [51], [48]–[50]. For this method, the
choice of the k value is extremely important. In our research,
the best prediction result observed is that in which k is equal
to 9.
Naïve Bayesian is a statistical non-linear learning algo-

rithm based on Bayes’ rule to compute joint probability with
the assumption about conditional independence amongst the
attributes. In Naïve Bayesian first the dataset is divided into
independent classes and then the probability distribution for
each attribute of each class is calculated. For classification,
the Naïve Bayesian finds the probability for the unknown
in any given class and selects the class with the highest
probability. The strength of Naïve Bayesian classifier, as a
powerful probabilistic model, has been proven for solving
house sale (resale) price classification and prediction tasks
effectively [65], [45], [66]. Tuning parameters in this research
are: using a kernel density estimate for continuous variables
versus a Gaussian density estimate; ‘Laplace smoother’ was
held constant at a value of 0; ‘adjust’ parameter to bandwidth
of the kernel density was held constant at a value of 1.

One noticeable advantage of decision tree-based models
is that they are scalable to large problems and can handle
smaller datasets than many other ML models. Classification
and Regression Tree (CART) models referred to trees and
rules algorithms, which are a set of if-then (split) rules and are
permitted prediction or classification of cases [66]. A CART
model is referred to as the regression-type model and was
developed by [70] to predict the value of continuous variables
from a set of continuous and/or categorical predictor vari-
ables. CART models use a binary tree to recursively partition
the predictor space into subsets in which the distribution of
predictor variable y is successively more homogenous. CART
advantage is its ability to select the most discriminatory
features and that the classification is done with fewer calcu-
lations [77]. From the previous studies’ results it is known
that the CARTmodel provides better housing price prediction
compared to regression models, also effectively supporting
real estatemarket participants decision-making, also based on
crime occurrence [65], [67]–[69]. In our analysis, we needed
to control the modelling process by the complexity parameter
(cp), which imposes a penalty to the tree for having two many
splits. The higher the cp, the smaller the tree.
Ensemble modelling is a process that is used for predic-

tion either (i) for several different modelling algorithms or
(ii) for different training data sets. The ensemble model then
aggregates the prediction of each base model and results in
once final prediction for the unseen data. The motivation
for using ensemble models is to reduce the generalization
error of the prediction [76]. Ensemble decision trees methods
combine several decision trees to produce better predictive

performance by the principle that a group of weak learn-
ers come together to form a strong learner. The main tech-
niques to perform ensemble decision trees are Bagging and
Boosting. C5.0 is a new decision tree algorithm developed
based on C4.5 by Quinlan [79]. It includes all function-
alities of C4.5 and applies a bunch of new technologies,
among them (1) the branch-merging option for nominal
splits is the default; (2) misclassification costs can be spec-
ified; (3) boosting and cross-validation are available; and
(4) the algorithm for creating rule sets from trees is much
improved [78], [71], [65], [72]. Because the C5.0 algorithm
is quite new, only a few studies confirm the possibility and
effectiveness of its use to predict housing price or housing
defaults [80], [72]. There are threemeta parameters for tuning
the C5.0 that were used: trials = 1, model = rules and
winnow = FALSE.
Bagged CART is an ensemble bootstrapped aggregation

method that fits many trees to bootstrap-resampled ver-
sions of the training data to build independent predic-
tion models, and then combines them using an averaging
technique. Because this technique takes many uncorrelated
trees to make a final model, it reduces error by reducing
variance [84], [81]–[83]. Designing Bagged CART ensem-
ble learners has been recognized as one of the significant
trends in the field of big data analysis and last years begin
to demonstrate a high level of competitiveness in predicting
house prices [49], [85].

The Random Forest algorithm is one of the most pop-
ular machine learning models, based on the bagging and
random subspace methods; it can perform both regression
and classification tasks, just like a Decision Tree algorithm.
These algorithms are very often used to address the problem
of forecasting housing prices, price analysis and real estate
decisions [86], [67], [48]. The idea of bagging is to con-
struct an ensemble of learners, each trained on a bootstrap
sample obtained from the original dataset. The prediction
of the ensemble is constructed from the separate decisions
by majority voting (classification) or averaging (regression).
It has been shown that bagging can reduce the variance in
the final model when compared to the base models and can
also avoid overfitting [87], [83]. For Random Forest model
tuning, we needed two parameters: (i) mtry, which controls
the number of predictor variables randomly sampled to deter-
mine each split; (2) ntrees, which controls the total number
of independent trees [91]. In our models, we considered that
mtry tuning length is equal to 15 (from 123) with the optimal
value used for the model 88. Predictions were made on the
20% tuning data set from subsets of increasing numbers of
trees (1000 trees, 2000 trees, . . . , 2500 trees).

Supervised learning was used for all eight selected
ML algorithms. This refers to the fact that the samples
were divided into the (i) training part, allowing the mod-
els to ‘‘learn’’ expected output values (Y ) based on the
input-provided values (X ), and the (ii) test part, where the
ability of the model to indicate was verified with previously
unknown Y values based on X values not coming from the
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Z training set [32]. The main training model setting is: (i) as
an output variable the HPI values were selected; (ii) as an
input variable the SVI values were assigned; (iii) training and
test subsamples were selected from the targeted dataset with
the proportion 80% :20%; (iv) to perform the output variable
classification, three classes were developed (Table 4). Such
classification rules were adopted based on the definition of
price stability established by the European Central Bank7 in
the following edition: house price stability could be defined
as a change in the House Price Index with the safety margin
of +/− 2% around HPI value which equals 100. The HPI
values above and below the accepted safety margin will refer
to the classes of increase and decrease of House Price Index
accordingly.

TABLE 4. Multi-class classification rules.

Stage 2 .Validation of the trained predictivemodels.Model
validation helps ensure that the model performs well on new
data, and helps select the best model, the parameters, and the
accuracy metrics. As a result, well-performing models were
selected.

Stage 3 . Testing the selected machine learning models to
estimate the predictive potential of selected machine learning
models to anticipate the direction of real estate market price
changes under the influence of changes in the Google user
search volume (SVI).

This step of the analysis was conducted in the R software
environment (the developed code is available on the Github
repository). HYPERLINK ‘‘https://github.com/TextAnalitics/
Prices-Prediction-for-Real-Estate-Market/blob/main/
Mashine%20Learning%20Prediction.R’’ repository

D. RESULTS VALIDATION
The stages of validation of the obtained results consist of:
(1) an assessment of the degree of consistency of the findings
of this research with the conclusions obtained in the previous
literature; (2) using the implementation of several model val-
idation techniques: Granger-causality test (RQ1); Bootstrap,
K-fold Cross-Validation, Repeated K-fold Cross-Validation,
Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation (RQ2).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. DATA COLLECTION AND PREPARATION
In accordance with the developed research methodology,
the initial dataset was collected from two sources and, as a
result, consists of two main parts. The first part containing

7 https://www.ecb.europa.eu/mopo/strategy/pricestab/html/index.en.html

36 House Price Indices values, presented price changes of
all kinds of residential property purchased by households in
Poland in the period between 01.01.2011 and 31.12.2019,
presented in a quarterly timestamp (from Q1 2011
to 4Q 2019).

The second part of the initial dataset contains user interest
volumes, including both ‘‘real estate’’ and ‘‘credit to buy
real estate’’ user interest volumes, and collected from Google
Trends tool using 42 selected by experts keywords (totally
42 columns and 108 rows). All two parts of the collected
dataset are presented in Appendix E.

In order to increase the relevance of data, used in the subse-
quent stages of our research as independent variables, the col-
lected dataset was preprocessed and additionally reduced.
As a criterion for the relevant data selection, Pearson cor-
relation coefficient between quarterly values of (i) HPI and
(ii) the Google user search volume (SVI) related to each
individual keyword from two selected perspectives (real
estate and credit to buy real estate) was used. Following our
methodology, for calculating the Pearson correlation coeffi-
cient values, (i) Google Trends and House Price Index dataset
values were normalized; (ii) Google Trends user interest vol-
umes were converted from a monthly to quarterly timestamp.
As a result of the data preparation step, the initial dataset
was reduced to 18 search keywords: 15 concerning buying
various types of real estate and 3 keywords related to the
possibility of using credit to buy real estate (second approach
of the relevant search keyword selection). The final list of
search keywords, which determines the initial dataset struc-
ture, with information about the Pearson correlation coeffi-
cient between quarterly HPI values and Google Trends data,
related to SVI using individual keywords from two selected
perspectives, is presented in Table 5.

The descriptive statistical of the initial dataset (with quar-
terly timestamp) is presented in (i) Appendix F (HPI values)
and (ii) Appendix G and Appendix H (SVI values related to
selected 18 search keywords from the perspectives of real
estate and credit to buy real estate).

B. CROSS-CORRELATION ANALYSIS
We summarize the results of our experiments based on
our research questions. The first research question (RQ1)
is aimed at extending the understanding of the nature of
dependencies between the Google user search volume (SVI)
and Polish real estate market prices (HPI) and their depen-
dent changes. Following the proposed methodology, we per-
formed cross-correlation analysis for the average SVI values
related to (i) real estate and (ii) credit to buy real estate
separately.

During the cross-correlation analysis of the ‘real estate’
related user search volume (RESVI), the following findings
were obtained: (1) the real estate Google user search volume
and real estate market prices (HPI) changes are strongly
correlated (the correlation coefficient between these two indi-
cators in the quarter timestamp is equal to 0.77); (2) the
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TABLE 5. The list of search keywords in the initial dataset.

approach which consists of analysing the presence of the
time-lag between the changes in monthly RESVI and quar-
terly HPI values confirms its appropriateness since it allows
more accurate tracking of the reaction of these indicators to
mutual changes; (3) the RESVI and HPI indicators are pos-
itively correlated with a positive time-lag. This is evidenced
by the fact that according to the results of our experiments,
(i) the correlation coefficients are positive and (ii) their val-
ues in cases with positive time-lags are always greater than
the corresponding negative ones (Table 6). This allows the
suggestion that today’s user search volume anticipates and
effects the change in real estate market prices typically in four
(correlation coefficient equal to 0.84) or, in the more distant
future - seven months (correlation coefficient equal to 0.87).
That is, the change in user search interest at the beginning of
one quarter most significantly effects the change in real estate
prices only at the beginning of the next quarter.

Additional cross-correlation analysis of RESVI values for
individual search keywords made it possible (i) to identify
individual optimal time-lags, which vary from 4 to 7 months,

8‘‘apartment for sale’’ (English)
9‘‘houses for sale’’ (English)
10‘‘apartment for sale’’ (English)
11‘‘morizon houses’’ (English)
12‘‘real estate for sale’’ (English)
13‘‘apartments for sale olx’’ (English)
14‘‘otodom houses for sale’’ (English)
15‘‘apartments for sale olx’’ (English)
16‘‘houses for sale olx’’ (English)
17‘‘villa for sale’’ (English)
18‘‘house for sale’’ (English)
19‘‘loan for an apartment’’ (English)
20‘‘loan for a house’’ (English)
21‘‘own contribution an apartment’’ (English)

TABLE 6. Cross-correlation coefficients between the real estate user
search volume and HPI values.

and then (ii) to select the Top-6 of real estate search key-
words (Fig. 3) that have the greatest effect on the HPI values
changing, namely: ‘‘mieszkania na sprzedaż olx’’ (‘‘flats for
sale in olx’’), ‘‘mieszkanie na sprzedaż’’ (‘‘flat for sale’’),
‘‘mieszkania na sprzedaz olx’’ (‘‘apartments for sale olx’’),
‘‘domy na sprzedaz olx’’ (‘‘houses for sale olx’’), ‘‘domy na
sprzedaż’’ (‘‘houses for sale’’), ‘‘dom na sprzedaz’’ (‘‘house
for sale’’) (third approach of the relevant search keyword
selection).

FIGURE 3. Cross-correlation coefficients between RESVI by individual
keywords and HPI values.

During the cross-correlation analysis of the average ‘credit
to buy real estate’ related user search volume (CBSVI),
the following findings were obtained: (1) the credit to buy real
estate Google user search volume and HPI values are corre-
lated (the correlation coefficient between these two indicators
in the quarter timestamp is equal to 0.58); (2) the CBSVI val-
ues and correspondent market prices are positively correlated
with a positive time-lag. This is evidenced by the fact that
according to the results of our experiments, (i) the correlation
coefficients are positive and (ii) their values in cases with
positive time-lags are always significant and greater than
the corresponding negative ones (Table 7). Based on these
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TABLE 7. Cross-correlation coefficients between the credit to buy real
estate user search volume and HPI values.

TABLE 8. Cross-correlation coefficients between CBSVI by individual
selected keywords and HPI values.

results, we can assume that today’s CBSVI values are able to
anticipate and effect a change in the HPI indicator typically
in six (correlation coefficient equal to 0.72) or, in the more
distant future - nine months (correlation coefficient equal
to 0.74). That is, the change in user interest at the beginning of
one quarter could effect the change in real estate prices only
at the end of the next quarter.
Additional cross-correlation analysis of CBSVI values for

individual search keywords made it possible (i) to identify
individual optimal time-lags, which vary from 4 to 6 months
(Table 8) and then (ii) to select the one credit to buy real estate
search keyword that has the greatest effect (0.71) on the HPI
values changing, namely: ‘‘wkład własny mieszkanie’’ (‘‘own
contribution an apartment’’) with a 6-month time-lag.

To validate the results obtained by the cross-correlation
analysis, we applied the Granger-causality test. Generally,
the Granger-causality test allows for checking the assumption
that the average user search volume related to (i) offers on
the real estate market and (ii) the possibility of obtaining
credit to buy real estate, Granger-causes the value of real
estate market prices change. Keeping the same logic as we
had in the cross-correlation analysis stage, we also tried to
test Granger causality in two directions. The results of the
Granger-causality test are presented in Appendix I. The direc-
tions of causality in each test have the following interpreta-
tion: for example, RESVI/CBSVI→HPI means that the null
hypothesis is that ‘‘RESVI/CBSVI does not Granger-cause
HPI’’. The condition for rejecting the null hypothesis is the
condition by which the P-value is less than 0.05.

In all our Granger-causality test experiments we observed
the same dependencies that we reported in the results of
the cross-correlation analysis, namely: (1) Granger-causality
in → HPI the direction of the test is much stronger (P-
value < Significance level) than the opposite one HPI→ (in
the majority of cases, P-value > Significance level). Thus,
we can conclude that the SVI has a stronger relation to real
estate prices, while the real estate price does not have a high
degree of causality to the SVI. Similar results were obtained
by [38]; (2) The Granger-causality test using a time-lag of 1
to 9 months has demonstrated the presence of (i) a stable
causality in the direction up to a 4-month lag, and (ii) weak
causality at this lag value in → HPI direction in the case
of RESVI (i.e., bidirectional causality). After a 4-month lag
testing, the significance of the causality decreases. A similar
phenomenon with a lag of 6 months is observed for tests with
data relating to CBSVI, but the bidirectional causality with
this time-lag has not been diagnosed.

Thus, the cross-correlation analysis step made it possible
(1) to confirm the presence of a correlation between the
changes in the Google user search volume (SVI) and the
housing price change (HPI); (2) to establish the asynchronous
nature of the revealed correlation and identify the optimal size
of the time-lag; (3) to select a targeted dataset from the initial
one, which we will consider relevant for the next study phase;
(4) to realize that theGoogle user search volume for interest in
credit to buy real estate is less correlatedwith changes in real
estate prices than general information about current offers on
the real estate market.

As a result, the targeted dataset contains the aligned series
of two groups of indicators: (i) House Price Indexes and
(ii) normalized values of SVI by seven chosen search key-
words (six from real estate and one from credit to buy real
estate perspectives, Figure 3 and Table 8). The same 4-month
time-lag alignment between the values of two groups of
indicators was adopted for the next step of experiments (based
on the agreement of the results of cross-correlation analysis
and Granger-causality test). This alignment presupposes a
shifting of the indicators values by the following rule: the
SVI value in the first month of each quarter corresponds to
the House Price Index value in the next quarter.

C. EXPLORING THE ML CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHMS
TO PREDICT REAL ESTATE PRICE CHANGE
The answer to the second research question (RQ2) identifies
and improves our knowledge about the predictive potential
of the Google user search volume in the context of HPI
shift direction in the Polish market. To obtain this answer,
for our experiments we used a targeted dataset with a total
of 280 observations consisting of one output variable (Y )
and seven input (X ) variables. In the stage of preparing the
experiment, all the values of the output variable (HPI) were
classified by the rules introduced in Table 4. For each of
the eight selected classification models (GLMNET, SVM,
kNN, Naive Bayes, C5.0, CART, Bagged CART, Random
Forest) the targeted sample was divided into training and test
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TABLE 9. Structure of the predictive model’s training and test
subsamples.

subsamples in a ratio of 80% to 20%. The structure of the
subsamples before building the predictive model is presented
in Table 9.

Training models were validated using Bootstrap, k-fold
Cross, Repeated k-fold Cross (k = 10) and Leave-One-Out
Cross-Validation algorithms (Appendix J). To evaluate the
training models, we used two basic indicators: (i) Accuracy
as the percentage of correctly classified instances out of all
instances, and (ii) Cohen’s Kappa coefficient to measure
the inter-rater reliability for qualitative (categorical) items.
The summary of the results of the evaluation of trained pre-
dictive models (average from four validation algorithms) is
presented in Table 10. These results allow us to select four
classification models with the (i) highest values of the Accu-
racy indicator and (ii) satisfactory values of Cohen’s Kappa
indicators for further testing of theGoogle user search volume
predictive capabilities. Such selected models are GLMNET,
C5.0, Bagged CART and Random Forest (highlighted by the
red colour in Table 10).

Exploring the performance of the selected predictive mod-
els confirmed our assumption about the ability of most of
these models (except C5.0) to predict changes in HPI values
based on the Google user search volume with appropriate
(in the range between 0.67 and 1) accuracy. The predictive
abilities of machine learning classification models, described
by Accuracy, Precision, and F1-score statistics estimation
measures, are presented in Table 11.

To evaluate the generalization ability of themodel, first,we
detected the selected predictive models overfitting as a differ-
ence in prediction performance (accuracy) between the train-
ing data and the test data (Appendix L). The results obtained
confirmed the presence of the overfitting phenomenon (i.e.,
the model performs better in the training data than in the test
data) for GLMNET and C5.0 models. However, in Bagged
CART and Random Forest training models even the maximal
accuracy value is not higher than the validation accuracy.
This fact proves that using machine learning algorithms for
prediction House Price Indices changes based on only Google
search activity able to guarantee not accidental results. Sec-
ond, we performed the experiments for the imbalanced train-
ing and test subsamples. The received results demonstrated
that the accuracy of the predictive models is slightly reduced

TABLE 10. Summary of the evaluation of predictive models.

(Appendix M). However, in general, it allows us to draw our
main conclusion about the presence of a powerful predictive
potential in the Google user search volume indicator (SVI),
which, even with a small dataset and an imbalanced sample,
confirms its significance.

Also, we performed the same sequence of experiments
(stages 1-3 of exploring the predictive potential of the Google
user search volume step) using modified versions of the
targeted dataset, namely: (i) without considering the time-
lag alignment, and using SVI by search keywords from the
initial dataset (Appendix D); (ii) without considering the
time-lag alignment, and using SVI by search keywords from
the targeted dataset (Figure 3 and Table 8). The comparison of
the validation results of the predictive models (Appendix K)
additionally confirms the feasibility of using, for predicting
the House Price Indices, (i) only highly correlated search
keywords and (ii) SVI values with an optimal time-lag.

Thus, this step of our study made it possible (1) to confirm
the assumption that the user search volume (SVI) can serve
as a sole determinant to anticipate real estate market price
shift direction; (2) to verify the significance of using a cross-
correlation analysis while building targeted samples both
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TABLE 11. Evaluation of the predictive ability of classification models.

(i) for the selection of the list of relevant keywords that
determine the number of input variables of the predictive
model, and (ii) for identifying the presence and size of the
time-lag between the investigated output and input variables;
(3) to verify an appropriate level of accuracy in the prediction
of House Price Indices changes by using machine learning
algorithms based only on the Google search activity variable;
that, in turn, allowed (4) to assume that the prediction accu-
racy of the models which are based on existing determinants
of housing prices can be improved if SVI variable is included
in the model.

V. DISCUSSION
Thus, in this study, we focused on analyzing the Google
user search volume to assess whether changes in the search
activity with respect to information about real estate market
offers and credit conditions for the purchase of real estate
are informative enough to predict shift direction in real
estate market prices. The main theoretical contribution of
our work is to demonstrate (i) how the analytical methods
for studying user activity in the Internet space can potentially
be used to expand the capabilities of price predictive mod-
els; and (ii) how freely available monthly information about
Google users’ searches allow to provide in-depth insights to
enrich the generally accepted statistics on supply and demand
in the real estate market. The major contribution of this study
to the literature is the confirmation that Google user search
volume can be associated as an extra determinant to anticipate
the housing price shift direction with time-lag sufficient for
making decisions regarding the purchase (sale) of individual
property or the real estate market control.

The methodological contribution of our research is the
composite use of known cross-correlation and ML classifi-
cation approaches with the enrichment of this composition
by:

(1) an approach to the multi-class classification of the
HPI values, which allows predicting not only the direction
(increasing or decreasing) of the price change but also its
relative stability within +/−2% around 100 HPI value. This
approach is a more accurate adjusting tool in contrast to the
more common binary classification [32], and, in combination
with the relative nature of the HPI indicator, significantly
increases the forecasting results quality;

(2) an approach to setting up input and output variables
characterized by different timestamps (quarters or months)
with the maximum possible use of the advantages of both
timestamp intervals. This made it possible (i) to more accu-
rately identify the time-lag between the real estate price and
user interest, as well as (ii) to form an aligned series of the
target sample according to the rule: the value of user search
traffic in the first month of each quarter corresponds to the
House Price Index value in the next quarter;

(3) the use of two adjacent perspectives of user interests
to form a keywords list, which makes it possible, on the one
hand, to expand the range of input variables of the models,
and on the other hand, to clarify the degree of influence on
market prices of both (i) the user’s direct interest in buying
real estate and (ii) the user’s indirect interest in an alternative
source of funding for this type of purchase. A somewhat
similar approach in terms of the use of several adjacent
perspectives of user interests (‘house for sale’ and ’mortgage’
keywords) was adopted by [35] for exploring the usefulness
of Google search engine data in predicting the real estate
market in Great Britain based on econometric models. In
our study, however, we focused on two perspectives and then
analysed two huge sets of keywords, matching the keywords
with high cross-correlation coefficients to models;

(4) a phased reduction of the list of models input variables
(SVI related to search keywords) of the predictive model
using (i) an expert approach, (ii) a correlation analysis (for
quarterly timestamped input and output datasets) and (iii)
a cross-correlation analysis (quarterly timestamp of output
data and monthly timestamp of input data). This approach
provides the ability to adjust a targeted sample to increase
the predictive model accuracy. According to [41], variable
selectionmechanisms, which we incorporated, are significant
because GT is characterized by having some very strong
predictors hidden within a huge number of weak or irrel-
evant terms. A similar approach, but on a much smaller
scale, was tested by [32], who examined the use of Google
Trends data to predict the rate of return of the WIG20 index.
At the first stage, seven of the nearly 30 terms were selected,
thematically related to the stock exchange and finance, that
were characterized by the highest correlation coefficients.
Then the possibility of using this type of data for predictive
purposes was explored. In this context, two machine learning
classification algorithms were used: logarithmic regression
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and naive Bayes classifier. This approach produced good
results, so we applied it on a much larger scale and used
complex-based techniques to reduce the sample in our
study.

The incremental practical contribution of the research is:
(1) the confirmation of the presence of a positive corre-

lation between the changes in the real estate Google user
search volume (RESVI) and the price activity with a positive
time-lag. Concerning the Polish market, the optimal size of
time-lag is equal to 4 months. Thus, we can assume that
with a shift (positive or negative) in user search interest at
the beginning of one quarter, we can confidently expect a
correspondent shift in real estate prices at the beginning of
the next quarter. As we mentioned before, prior literature
(including studies especially before 2017 and outside the
Scopus database) has confirmed cases of the presence of a
positive correlation between user queries search traffic and
price activity on the English, US and Indian housing mar-
ket [39], [35], [34], [37], [2], [1]. According to [39] and [40],
the prediction of house prices based on search data is very
convincing, and Google data outperform existing indicators
in terms of forecasting accuracy. Our results mirror those
of [2] and [1] who found the existence of a positive cor-
relation between search intensity for a term and HPI value
and confirmed that this relationship is statistically significant
and positively correlated with the housing price in the next
quarter. On the other hand, [36] study implies that longer
periods would accompany more expensive goods, which start
from research online and finish in making a purchase. Given
this relationship, it can be said that the 4-month delay that our
study revealed is reasonable. Houses and flats are a significant
expense relative to income.

(2) the understanding that Google users’ search interest
in information about credit to buy real estate (CBSVI) cor-
relates less with changes in real estate prices than general
information about current offers on the real estate market.
And although there is a positive correlation between these
indicators, we could less likely rely on changes in prices in
the real estate market when the search volume for credit for
housing changes.

(3) substantiated experimental confirmation of the main
assumption of this study relating to the possibility of
using Google user search volume data as an additional
significant, relevant and freely available determinant to
anticipate the price changes in the real estate market. More-
over, as evidenced by prior studies [1], [2], [35], [37], [40],
Google Trends data forecast real estate prices regardless of
the geographical area. This implies that commercial real
estate businesses should consider incorporating this free and
current dataset into their market forecasts with the pos-
sibility of using this indicator both (i) as a sole deter-
minant of changes in the value of the real estate, and,
(ii) in addition to all existing determinants of housing
price. For individuals, Google Trends data are a valuable
source of information for future investment decisions as
well.

We are aware that our contributions have generalization
problems and limitations, among which the most significant
are the following:

(1) the obtained theoretical conclusions regarding the time-
lag size in the Google user search volume and the price activ-
ity dependencies is valid for specific selected countries and
will require additional research and adjustment when using
other datasets and geographical locations. However, finding
the presence of such a time-lag could be largely considered
generalized, since it is confirmed both by (i) our own Granger
Causality test validation results and by (ii) findings of similar
studies in the field of real estate and other areas (described
above).

(2) the methodological conclusion about the significant
predictive power of SVI was made based on testing the
selected machine-learning classification models and with the
small dataset available for this study. We realize, when using
other ML models (not tested in this study), that additional
experiments and model evaluation will be required. However,
the results we obtained when testing model overfitting, and
which are based on small dataset (including imbalanced sam-
ple), look promising and allow us to expect our findings to be
confirmed with other studies.

(3) in our study we assumed that (i) the potential hous-
ing buyers notably obtain housing information from Google
search, and (ii) the search volume of keywords is related
to potential housing purchase behaviour. Although such
assumptions may seem problematic at first glance, they are
in line with the specifics of the Polish market and prior
literature. First, the buyers of the apartment here are mainly
individuals, not institutions. These people rarely use the ser-
vices of a real estate agent, because it is associated with a
very high fee. This trend is also becoming visible in other
countries, i.e., in the United States, where the share of house
buyers who used the Internet to search for a house increased
in 2020 to an all-time high of 97% [8]. Second, there are
often no interesting offers on the agent’s website whereas
the individuals searching on the Internet can quickly find the
property that best reflects the features sought. Third, the lit-
erature shows the intention may be the main predictor of any
behaviour [75]. Thus, the purchase intention of a property
supported by an online search can be regarded as the main
antecedent of purchase behaviour. Studies [1], [12] are also
based on these assumptions. In line with [25] many searches
and associated keywords indicate a reaction to current events
or predict a future event.

(4) this study does not give a direct answer to the ques-
tion of whether SVI is more effective than other traditional
models in the real estate market. We conducted several rough
experiments with SVI as an additional variable to the pre-
dictive model that uses the quarterly sales of real estate in
Poland in the period between 01.01.2011 and 31.12.2019 as
a determinant of real estate price changes. The results of
these experiments showed a significant increase (by 20%
relative to the base) in the predictive accuracy due to the
contribution of the SVI extra variable. However, based on
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FIGURE 4. Results of validation using bootstrap algorithm.

FIGURE 5. Results of validation using k-fold cross-validation algorithm.

FIGURE 6. Results of validation using repeated k-fold cross-validation
algorithm.

the results of the experiments, it is still premature to draw
any conclusions about the comparative effectiveness of the
Google Trends data as a sole determinant in relation to the
traditional ones, due to the use of, first of all, a limited number
of traditional indicators. Moreover, this was not the purpose
of our study. Nevertheless, we can additionally conclude that
due to the facts that, first, SVI has demonstrated its sole
predictive power of future housing price change during our
main research and, second, taking into account that SVI data
availability and variety (timestamps, regions, key-words and
other options), our findings also can be helpful for researchers

FIGURE 7. Results of validation using leave one out cross validation
algorithm.

FIGURE 8. Comparison of the parameters of the predictive models’
validation with different datasets.

who intend to use theGoogle Trends data as an extra indicator
from the real estate demand side to improve the prediction
accuracy if it is included in the model which is based on the
traditional housing prices determinants.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The usage of Google Trends data has revolutionized many
markets, and now we have demonstrated that it is signifi-
cant in the housing market. Our study extended the current
understanding of the research potential of the Google search
engine queries volume to predict real estate price changes,
taking into account users’ interests in both ‘real estate’ and
‘credit to buy real estate’. Thus, the question posed in the
title of this article can be answered in the affirmative. Fur-
thermore, we have shown that price trends in housing markets
can be anticipated by the collective wisdom of online users
on the web. To understand the current housing market and
forecast future market trends, economists, managers from
the real estate market, and investors mainly rely on hous-
ing data released from government reports. However, these
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TABLE 12. Descriptive statistics of the HPI index.

data are released with a delay. This is a major impediment
to rational decision-making. Google Trends provides many
detailed reports on the volume of housing-related queries
(e.g., regional analyses at the country, state and city levels).
By using these data collected from GT, all entities (investors,
policymakers, individuals, etc.) concerned with this topic can
obtain a deeper insight into the housing market to make
informed decisions. Accurate predictions about the housing
market can benefit a wide spectrum of users, such as home
buyers and sellers, mortgage traders, home builders, as well
as individuals. Buying a house/flat is a major decision and
associated with a large financial expense. To be performed
rationally, it must be based on current and accurate data.
Similarly, businesses that depend on the housing market can
benefit from our findings. This knowledge would allow the
construction industry to establish appropriate prices because
the signals collected from a search can be very helpful for
predicting future price trends in the real estate market.

So, the main potential channel for how the search volume
can affect future housing prices is reaching to stakeholders’
significant information about future housing price changes
(i) earlier than, e.g., the official statistics and reports and

(ii) with time-lag sufficient for making decisions regarding
the purchase (sale) of individual property or the real estate
market control. Such information could be used by the ben-
eficiaries, mentioned before, for further decision making by
the following rules: (i) when one discovers any changes (rise
or fall) in user search interest for ‘real estate’ keywords at
the beginning of one quarter, then may expect the change
(in the same direction) or count on relative stability in real
estate prices only at the beginning of the next quarter; (ii)
when one sees any changes (rise or fall) in GT volume for
‘credit to buy real estate’ keywords at the beginning of one
quarter, then may expect the change (in the same direction)
or count on relative stability in real estate prices only at the
end of the next quarter. As a possible scenario of reaction to
the information received, for example, individual buyers or
home buyers and sellers can quickly decide to buy real estate
without waiting for the price increase, or, on the contrary,
postpone the purchase, taking into account the anticipated
decline in real estate prices in the near future.

To sum up, our findings are helpful not only for individuals
but also for business practitioners, e.g., home builders, future
traders and mortgage originators, to better position them-
selves for housing price moves. Furthermore, this knowledge
may be useful in creating national policy-making for the
housing market. All the named beneficiaries of our findings
need them to make rational decisions regarding their needs
in the real estate market. To ensure investment or business
success, all of them need to be able to look ahead and plan
their investments based on accurate and up-to-date data.

We are aware of the fact that Google search queries do
not represent all the online housing search activities, yet
in today’s world, they comprise an essential part of the
process for any person actively involved in a purchase or
sale. Many people who want to buy a house or flat use real
estate portals directly (in Poland, e.g., Morizon, DomiPorta,
Sprzedajemy, Nieruchomosci-Online, etc.) and thus bypass

TABLE 13. Descriptive statistics of the ‘‘Real estate’’ related keywords dataset.
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TABLE 14. Descriptive statistics of ‘‘Credit to buy real estate’’ related keywords dataset.

TABLE 15. Granger causality test for ‘‘Real estate’’ keywords dataset.

the search engine. However, we believe the same as [34]
that, despite missing some possible segments of the popu-
lation for the above-mentioned reason, we can still predict
the change in housing price using only an online search
captured by Google SVI. This clearly shows the power of
online queries in forecasting economic trends, possible for
usage in many fields. Therefore, data collected from Google
Trends (SVI) could prove to be one of the most powerful
tools for helping clients, businesses and government officials
make precise future economic predictions and thus, optimal
decisions.

In the future, the methodology developed for this research
will be tested in areas other than the real estate market as
well as using data about the users’ activity in other Internet
resources, for example, Twitter, Reddit. This will create the
next stage of its improvement and development.

TABLE 16. Granger causality test for ‘‘Credit to buy real estate’’ keywords
dataset.

APPENDIX
A. APPENDIX 1
Real Estate Keywords https://github.com/TextAnalitics/
Prices-Prediction-for-Real-Estate-Market/blob/main/
Appendix%201.%20Real%20Estate%20Keywords.pdf

B. APPENDIX 2
Keywords concerning buying various types of real estate
https://github.com/TextAnalitics/Prices-Prediction-for-Real-
Estate-Market/blob/main/Appendix%202.%20Keywords
%20concerning%20buy%20various%20types%20of
%20real%20estate.pdf

C. APPENDIX 3
Keywords possibility of using credit to buy real estate
https://github.com/TextAnalitics/Prices-Prediction-for-Real-
Estate-Market/blob/main/Appendix%203.%20Keywords
%20possibility%20of%20using%20a%20credit%20to
%20buy%20real%20estate.pdf
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TABLE 17. Checking ML models overfitting.

TABLE 18. Structure of the predictive model’s training and test samples.

D. APPENDIX 4
Selected keywords https://github.com/TextAnalitics/Prices-
Prediction-for-Real-Estate-Market/blob/main/Appendix
%204.%20Selected%20keywords.pdf

E. APPENDIX 5
Dataset https://github.com/TextAnalitics/Prices-Prediction-
for-Real-Estate-Market/blob/main/Appendix%205.%20Full
%20Dataset.xlsx

F. APPENDIX 6
See Table 12.

G. APPENDIX 7
See Table 13.

H. APPENDIX 8
See Table 14.

I. APPENDIX 9
Granger causality test. See Table 15. The directions of causal-
ity in each test have the following interpretation: for example,
REUI→ HPI means that the null hypothesis is ‘‘REUI does
not Granger-cause HPI’’. The condition for rejecting the null
hypothesis is the condition under which p <= 0.05.

1) APPENDIX 9
See Table 16.

2) APPENDIX 9
See Table 17.

TABLE 19. Summary of the evaluation of predictive algorithms.

TABLE 20. Evaluation of the predictive ability of classification models.
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J. APPENDIX 10
See Table 18. Comparison of the predictive models using
different validation algorithms.

Bootstrap validation algorithm involves taking random
samples from the dataset (with re-selection) against which
to evaluate the model. In aggregate, the results indicate the
variance of the model’s performance.

The k-fold cross-validation method involves splitting the
dataset into k-subsets. Each subset is held out while themodel
is trained on all other subsets. This process is completed until
accuracy is determined for each instance in the dataset, and
an overall accuracy estimate is provided.

The process of splitting the data into k-folds can be
repeated a number of times, this is called Repeated k-fold
cross-validation. The final model accuracy is taken as the
mean from the number of repeats.

In Leave One Out Cross Validation (LOOCV), a data
instance is left out and a model is constructed on all other
data instances in the training set. This is repeated for all data
instances.

K. APPENDIX 11
See Table 19.

L. APPENDIX 12
Predictive value of Google users interest data analysis with
imbalanced training and test subsamples.

M. APPENDIX 13
See Table 20.
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